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Symbols for procedures

* Consultation procedure
majority of the votes cast

**I Cooperation procedure (first reading)
majority of the votes cast

**II Cooperation procedure (second reading)
majority of the votes cast, to approve the common  position
majority of Parliament’s component Members, to reject or amend 
the common position

*** Assent procedure
majority of Parliament’s component Members except  in cases 
covered by Articles 105, 107, 161 and 300 of the EC Treaty and 
Article 7 of the EU Treaty

***I Codecision procedure (first reading)
majority of the votes cast

***II Codecision procedure (second reading)
majority of the votes cast, to approve the common position
majority of Parliament’s component Members, to reject or amend 
the common position

***III Codecision procedure (third reading)
majority of the votes cast, to approve the joint text

(The type of procedure depends on the legal basis proposed by the 
Commission.)

Amendments to a legislative text

In amendments by Parliament, amended text is highlighted in bold italics. 
Highlighting in normal italics is an indication for the relevant departments 
showing parts of the legislative text for which a correction is proposed, to 
assist preparation of the final text (for instance, obvious errors or omissions 
in a given language version). These suggested corrections are subject to the 
agreement of the departments concerned.
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DRAFT EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT LEGISLATIVE RESOLUTION

on the proposal for a Council decision on concerning the specific Programme 
implementing the seventh Framework Programme (2007-2011) of the European Atomic 
Energy Community (Euratom) for nuclear research and training activities
(COM(2005)0445 – C6-0386/2005 – 2005/0190(CNS))

(Consultation procedure)

The European Parliament,

– having regard to the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(2005)0445)1,

– having regard to Article 7 of the Euratom Treaty, pursuant to which the Council consulted 
Parliament (C6-0386/2005),

– having regard to Rule 51 of its Rules of Procedure,

– having regard to the report of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy and the 
opinion of the Committee on Budgets (A6-0000/2006),

1. Approves the Commission proposal as amended;

2. Calls on the Commission to alter its proposal accordingly, pursuant to Article 119, second 
paragraph, of the Euratom Treaty;

3. Calls on the Council to notify Parliament if it intends to depart from the text approved by 
Parliament;

4. Asks the Council to consult Parliament again if it intends to amend the Commission 
proposal substantially;

5. Instructs its President to forward its position to the Council and Commission.

Text proposed by the Commission Amendments by Parliament

Amendment 1
Article 2, paragraph 2 

Within the field of Fusion energy research, 
a joint undertaking established under Title 
II, Chapter 5 of the Treaty shall be created 
for managing and administering the 
European contribution to ITER as well as 
complementary activities aimed at the fast 
realisation of fusion energy.

Within the field of Fusion energy research, 
a joint undertaking established under Title 
II, Chapter 5 of the Treaty shall be created 
for managing and administering the 
European contribution to the ITER 
Organisation, including Broader 
Approach activities with Japan, as well as 

  
1 OJ C ... / Not yet published in OJ.
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the activities in support of ITER 
construction, set out in Part 2, Section 
2.1, point (i) of the Annex. All the other 
activities in the field of fusion energy will 
be implemented and managed separately 
from the ITER joint undertaking, 
maintaining an integrated approach and 
the full involvement of the EURATOM 
Fusion Associations.

Justification

ITER will be the most important commitment of the European fusion community in the next
years. A specific European agency is necessary to fulfil the international obligations coming 
from the ITER Agreement and to manage the activities in support of ITER construction. 
However the full and effective exploitation of ITER, once it is built, will require an adequate 
number of skilled European scientists as well as a high level knowledge in physics and 
technology. To this purpose, the European fusion programme must be adequately supported, 
in terms of budget and management. The management organization, including contracts of 
Associations and the European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA), that has proven to 
be successful in establishing, so far, a truly European Research Area in fusion research, 
making the EU the world leader in the physics and technology of fusion, should be kept as a 
model.

Amendment 2
Annex, Part 2, Section 2.1, paragraph 2

The Domestic Agency for ITER will be 
established as a Joint Undertaking under 
the EURATOM Treaty. It will provide the 
means for EURATOM to discharge its 
international obligations under the ITER 
Agreement and to ensure that EURATOM 
provides in an efficient and coherent 
manner the European contribution to 
ITER and to Broader Approach projects,
including the R&D activities in support of 
these projects.

The Domestic Agency for ITER will be 
established as a Joint Undertaking under 
the EURATOM Treaty. It will provide the 
means for EURATOM to discharge its 
international obligations under the ITER 
Agreement and provide the EURATOM 
contribution to ITER and to Broader 
Approach activities with Japan.

Justification

The European Agency for ITER shall focus on the best and quickest realisation of ITER and 
the Broader Approach projects in collaboration with Japan, as agreed in the International 
Agreement on ITER. All the other activities in the field of fusion energy, including those in 
preparation of the possible construction of a demonstration fusion reactor and other 
facilities, set out in Annex, will be under the responsibility of EFDA and will be managed with 
the full involvement of the Fusion Associations. This separation in competences will assure 
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both a successful construction of ITER and its best exploitation, once built.

Amendment 3
Annex, Part 2, Section 2.1, subtitle "Activities", point (ii), paragraph 2

During FP7, a review will be carried out of 
the facilities in the programme, examining 
the possibility of phasing out existing 
facilities, and considering the need for new 
devices in parallel to ITER exploitation.
The review will be used as a basis for the 
possible support of new or upgraded 
devices in order to ensure that the 
programme will maintain an adequate set 
of fusion facilities for the relevant R&D.

At the beginning of FP7, a review will be 
carried out of the facilities in the 
programme, examining the possibility of 
phasing out existing facilities, and 
considering the need for new devices in 
parallel to ITER exploitation. The review 
will be used as a basis for the possible 
support of new or upgraded devices in 
order to ensure that the programme will 
maintain an adequate set of fusion facilities 
for the relevant R&D.

Justification
Given the timescale of any phasing out or construction of fusion devices, the assessment for 
further needs in preparation or complementing ITER operation should be done as soon as 
possible.

Amendment 4
Annex, Part 2, Section 2.1, subtitle "Activities", point (vii)

A “fast track” fusion development 
programme could bring fusion energy 
earlier to the market, as part of a wider 
policy of addressing the issues of the 
security of Europe’s energy supply, climate 
change, and sustainable development. The 
primary objective and a major milestone of 
the “fast track” would be an earlier 
realisation of DEMO. In FP7, this would 
involve activities and projects embedded in 
the international Broader Approach to 
fusion energy, undertaken by EURATOM 
in collaboration with ITER partners.

A “fast track” fusion development 
programme could bring fusion energy 
earlier to the market, as part of a wider 
policy of addressing the issues of the 
security of Europe’s energy supply, climate 
change, and sustainable development. The 
primary objective and a major milestone of 
the “fast track” would be an earlier 
realisation of DEMO. In FP7, this would 
involve activities and projects embedded in 
the international Broader Approach to 
fusion energy, undertaken by EURATOM 
in collaboration with ITER partners. 
Activities in this area shall be carried out
with a view to getting ready for an 
increase in priority and resources in the 
event of a deepening of the energy crisis.

Justification

The high level of uncertainty in the future energy scenarios should bring Europe to be ready 
to start a big,  parallel to ITER,  technological program  to shorten as much as possible the  
distance from an actual Fusion Power Plant. 
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Amendment 5
Annex, Part 2, Section 2.2, paragraph 1

Indirect actions will be undertaken in five 
principal areas of activity detailed below.
However, important cross-cutting links 
exist throughout the programme, and 
interactions between different activities 
must be adequately accommodated. Crucial 
in this respect are support for training 
activities and research infrastructures. 
Training needs must constitute a key aspect 
of all EU-funded projects in this sector, 
and these together with support for 
infrastructures will be an essential 
component in addressing the nuclear 
competence issue.

Safety will be the main driver for all EU 
activities in nuclear fission research. In
particular, any design or implementation 
of new reactor systems will be left to 
intergovernmental agreement reflecting
the different approaches of Member 
States in this area. Indirect actions will be 
undertaken in five principal areas of 
activity detailed below. However, 
important cross-cutting links exist 
throughout the programme, and 
interactions between different activities 
must be adequately accommodated. Crucial 
in this respect are support for training 
activities and research infrastructures. 
Training needs must constitute a key aspect 
of all EU-funded projects in this sector, 
and these together with support for 
infrastructures will be an essential 
component in addressing the nuclear 
competence issue.

Justification

The recent enlargement put forward the need for a new effort in keeping Europe a secure 
place while exploiting nuclear energy. This effort must remain the first priority in nuclear 
fission research for EU, letting single Member States and private firms cooperate in 
researching for advanced reactor systems.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

The rapporteur welcomes the Commission proposal on this Specific Programme, where the 
activities for indirect research actions are organised along two lines: 

1. fusion energy research and 
2. nuclear fission and radiation protection

Guidelines for fusion energy research

The rapporteur, in agreement with the general rapporteur on the FP7, believes that the EU 
should exploit to the highest degree the potential of fusion to become in the long-term a 
virtually limitless, environmentally acceptable and economically competitive source of 
energy, thus making a major contribution to the realization of a sustainable and secure energy 
supply. To this purpose, he believes that a “fast track” to fusion energy should be followed –
also including additional voluntary budget contributions from Member States for specific 
projects- in order to shorten as much as possible the time taken to develop a commercial 
fusion power plant. 

A fundamental step in this path to fusion energy is the ITER device. In June last year an 
International Agreement on ITER was finally signed among the six Parties (EU, USA, Russia, 
Japan, Cina and Korea), after a long negotiation on the choice of the site to host ITER. 
During these difficult negotiations, all the European Institutions and Member States took 
strong commitments, in terms of programmes and budget, with the other Parties, to support 
the European site (Cadarache, in France). On a number of occasions in the recent past, the 
ITRE Committee has stated that the EU should firmly continue its reactor-oriented strategy 
and maintain its world-leading position in fusion energy research. To this purpose, the ITRE 
Committee has repeatedly encouraged the Commission and the Council to take any necessary 
decision (including, of course, appropriate funding of all relevant activities and programmes) 
to ensure that the ITER facility would have been actually built in Europe.

The positive conclusion of these negotiations, with the choice of the EU site to host ITER, 
calls now for coherent decisions and measures in this and the next Framework Programmes.

The sharing of costs and the allocations among the Parties of procurements of the components 
of ITER, as agreed in the International Agreement on ITER, implies well defined 
commitments for the Host Party, i.e. the EU. For this reason an adequate budget for the 
construction of ITER is necessary, as proposed by the Commission.

At the same time, the full and effective exploitation of the ITER device, once it is built, will 
require an adequate number of skilled European scientists as well as an high level knowledge 
in physics and technology. To this purpose, a European fusion programme, during the 
construction of ITER -the so called accompanying programme- must be adequately 
supported, in terms of budget and management.

To this extent the rapporteur makes the following recommendations:
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• Full support to the whole European fusion program. It is necessary to keep a 
robust research program to ensure that the investment for ITER is going to be cost 
effective. To this extent, the Commission should avoid any significant reduction of 
budget. 

1. A European Agency for ITER is necessary. As proposed by the Commission, it will 
be established as a Joint Undertaking under the EURATOM Treaty. The rapporter 
agrees that this agency will provide the means for EURATOM to discharge its 
international obligations under the ITER Agreement and to provide the EURATOM 
contribution to ITER and to Broader Approach activities with Japan. The same agency 
should be responsible also for managing and administering all the activities in support 
of ITER construction, set out in the sub-heading “The realization of ITER” in the 
Annex of the Commission proposal. The rapporteur is convinced, like almost all the
research community on fusion, that the construction of ITER is such a challenging 
task that it deserves –at least all over the next decade- a dedicated structure, focusing 
exclusively on the best and quickest realisation of ITER.

2. A strong accompanying research programme, with dedicated budget should be 
continued. In view of the best exploitation of ITER, once built, and to maintain a 
European leadership in the physics and technology of fusion, a bold research 
programme (the accompanying programme) must be maintained during the 
construction of ITER, as set out in the Annex in the Commission proposal. The 
rapporteur believes that this programme should be adequately supported, with an 
earmarked appropriation, within the overall budget on fusion, as proposed by the 
general rapporteur in his draft report on the Euratom FP7.

3. The accompanying research programme should not be managed by the Agency 
for ITER. In agreement with almost the totality of the fusion community, the 
rapporteur believes that all the activities of the accompanying research programme, 
including activities in preparation of the possible construction of a demonstration 
fusion reactor and other facilities, set out in the Annex in the Commission proposal 
(i.e. all the activities not mentioned in paragraph 1 above) should be implemented and 
managed separately from the Agency for ITER. For all these activities the same 
management as for the previous framework programmes should be maintained, 
including contracts of Associations and the European Fusion Development 
Agreement. In fact the rapporteur is fully convinced that the integrated approach to 
fusion research activities and the full involvement of the Fusion Associations in 
Member States has proven to be successful in establishing, so far, a truly European 
Research Area in fusion research, making the EU the world leader in the physics and 
technology of fusion. 

4. JET, the largest European device for fusion research, should be kept fully 
operational. However, since JET is absorbing almost one half of the budget of the 
accompanying programme, it is important to guarantee the reliability of the plant by 
regular assessments of its scientific results.

5. The EU worldwide leadership in fusion energy research should be mantained. 
The worldwide leadership of the EU is not automatically preserved by the construction 
of ITER in Europe. The successful exploitation of ITER in general and an effective 
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participation of the EU in the experimental activities on ITER in particular call for a 
strong and truly European R&D programme, involving all the Member States. The 
rapporteur welcomes the Commission proposal for R&D activities in preparation of 
ITER operation on the magnetic confinement toroidal devices, already existing or 
under construction in all Member States. The exploitation of such devices, during the 
construction of ITER (which will last one decade), will increase the knowledge in a 
number of ITER-relevant topics and represent a key element for successful 
experimental activities on ITER. However the rapporteur believes that a review of the 
devices included in this programme, based on shared scientific arguments needs to
be carried out at the beginning of the FP7.

6. Adequate human resources should be ensured. The realisation of ITER calls for a 
significant boost in the Euratom fusion budget as well as for an even more important 
increase in the need for adequately trained personnel. The rapporteur believes that to 
answer this demand the EU should not only foresee high level education 
programmes, including a European PHD in physics and engineering of fusion, but 
also focus on scientific programmes, able to ensure the proper training for a new 
generation of physicists and engineers.

7. A fast track to fusion energy should be strongly supported. The rapporteur firmly 
believes that a “fast track” to fusion energy should be followed, in order to reach as 
soon as possible the objective of the realisation of DEMO, a demonstrative fusion 
reactor. To this purpose, he thinks that more emphasis should be given to those 
research activities set out in the sub-heading “Responding to emerging and unforeseen 
policy needs” in the Annex of the Commission proposal. However, the rapporteur 
believes that strategies must be set – also including additional voluntary budget 
contributions from Member States for specific projects - in order to be ready for a 
timely reaction and start as many research activities as possible in parallel, thus 
shortening the time to a commercial fusion power plant, in case of deepening of 
the energy crisis.

Guidelines for Nuclear fission and radiation protection

In the circumstances of limited resource for the Euratom budget, the rapporteur believes that 
EU should give priority to financing research activities related to safety and waste 
management, in order to ensure a safer exploitation of the existing reactors.

Reactor systems. The rapporteur believes that, within the activity “Reactor systems”, lower 
priority should be given to the objective of ‘exploring the potential of more advanced 
technology to deliver an even safer, more resource-efficient and more competitive 
exploitation of nuclear energy’. Research on new generation reactors can be better carried out 
by Member States in close cooperation with private sectors.

Joint undertakings in the field of nuclear fission and radiation protection. The rapporteur 
believes that Joint Undertakings under the EURATOM Treaty, should be welcome when they 
can actually improve the efficiency in the management of the activities brought under their 
responsibility as well as the quality of the scientific results. In this context, he recognises that 
a Joint Undertaking in the field of radioactive waste management, as proposed by the 
Commission, could actually provide a better environment for the development of safer and 
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more efficient technologies for nuclear waste management.


